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A little unrequited love, a little deceit, a little anonymous encounter, and a little bit of unforgettable

chemistry. This is three sexy short stories, about three women, with a focus on how one night of

mind-blowing intimacy can change it all.If youâ€™re looking for a sweet, tender love storyâ€¦ this

ainâ€™t it. (But I still think youâ€™ll enjoy it!
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Although this book was very well written, it was just okay for me. I don't like prostitution, blackmail or

roofies. This book had all three and left me feeling some type of way. I normally enjoy this Author's

work and will definitely be supporting future works.

I really enjoyed these three sexy shorts about women who appear to have everything...except love.

But they're tired of waiting, tired of just surviving, and tired of running - and decide to flip the script,

make some bold moves and go after what they want.As always, this author delivers an excellent

balance of character development, plot development and steamy bedroom scenes (oh, and cannot

forget the elevator "ride!") that do not override or detract from each other. (I liked how the women



could be the aggressor in the bedroom, but that elevator was like Kryptonite to them! LOL!)There's

an undeniable chemistry between all three couples, but for me, Willow and Lincoln own this book!

Their spontaneity and sexy banter was fun to watch, and some of the things that came out of

Willow's mouth were just plain hilarious! Lincoln's everyman quality made him likeable and sexy. I

could definitely read a rom-com starring these two!Not hard to believe that these three couples

could be one big happy family, and also the best of friends. (I think Nashira could use a couple of

true sistadivagyrlfriendz!) But come what may - these three young ladies will keep their men on their

toes!

Three short stories, with completely different themes that all mesh together, yep, this was fun. Sexy

as hell too, page after page. Even thinking I might not care too much for the second story, by the

time it was done I enjoyed them just as much as the first and third couple. This author really is

fantastic and she makes her characters so sexy without you feeling "typical beautiful guy and girl"

type matchup. Everyone is deserving and it makes the stories that much more fun. Sexy, sexy,

sexy!

Christina continues to give us characters with bold, exhilarating voices. In this book, a character

describes another character as a "bad ass"...Christina is the "bad ass"! After all she devolps these

characters who she gives bona fide , large and in charge personae, and makes you want to be just

like them. I'm going to study her characters and reinvent myself...on.occasions. I am a true fan. Call

me Willow today (smile).

Oh my, these three stories were packing serious heat! I liked the dynamics of each story but story

#2 (Eden and Braxton) was my favorite. I like any story in which the woman goes for hers and is not

in her head about why it won't work why she is not worthy, and is running away. I loved the

chemistry and backstory to each story/characters. The only regret is that there was not more--each

of three stories literally left you wanting more. Now, that's what I call a satisfying shorty

story/stories!! Great job, Christina! She is my circle of fav authors and she has yet to disappoint!

I can honestly say I was pleasantly surprised. I usually don't read short stories but this was so worth

it. I have only read one book by this Author and honestly this book and the writing style is very

refreshing. I loved it, I loved the story lines and the sex scenes were HOT. I really hope she

develops these characters even more. This was a good read...LOVED IT!



Different good. Quick yet fully concieved stories. Hot and Sexy. Hope there Will be a follow up to the

HEAs longterm. A nice quick read. Enjoyable. A recommend read.

Smokey, sensual shorts filled with substance. I want to say which couple/character/hero is my

favorite, but it's difficult to choose considering how well-developed they all are. Psssssst... I will say,

I would love to hear more from that Willow.The genius in CCJ is you never know what she's coming

with. She takes us on so many journeys that include several genres, but she never loses us. Her

creativity is THAT amazing!Bravo, Jones!
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